are not ad-hoc groups relegated to killing themselves because of a set of social conditions and injustices that refuse them upward mobility. This paper is about a part of a generally peaceful religion that has gone bad. Defining the actors and their ideologies will be an integral part of my framework. iii In order to understand these actors, we must examine the context of their goals and intentions.
How they want to accomplish this in today's modern societies and global civilizations becomes somewhat of a conundrum embedded in an ancient ideology. For most Islamic nations, church and state cannot be separated, so Islam becomes the political ideology.
A second important premise is that the extremist wants to take Islam back to its origins as practiced by Mohammad in the 7 th Century. Extremists have declared war on the West through a number of "fatwas" or proclamations. The West is a culture that threatens Islam. Christianity is only a part of the threat: technology and modernity are viewed as inherent evils of the West, as are democratic ideals. The more one learns about these 'global terrorists', the more one finds rampant manipulation of myths, perceptions and beliefs. The ideology that fuels the violent acts of extremists are today blamed on U.S. hegemony, of glory lost or stolen, of colonialism and of globalization.
The United States is conducting a war against terror. All nation states have responsibilities to their societies and more so, certain lead or core nations have greater responsibilities to the rest have introduced himself. This paper will refer to 'him' as Ibn Taymiyya from this point forward.
lbn Taymiyya's introduction identifies his lineage, legitimizes his bloodline and portrays the cause to which he has committed his life. It also includes his address. This name merely foreshadows the complexity of the man and his writings and more importantly, the religion he helped shape into what today is the essential foundation of Islamic fundamentalism.
Ibn Taymiyya was a staunch defender of Sunni Islam based upon strict adherence to the Koran and authentic Sunna (practices) of the prophet Mohammed. He believed that these two sources contain all the religious and spiritual guidance to one's salvation in the hereafter. Thus, he rejected the many arguments of his era by philosophers and Sufi's regarding religious 2 knowledge, spiritual experiences and ritual practices. He believed that logic was not a reliable means of attaining religious truth and that intellect must be subservient to the truth as revealed by either the Koran or practices by the prophet Mohammed. Ibn Taymiyya came into conflict with many of the Sunni scholars of his time because of his rejection of the rigidity of the schools of jurisprudence in Islam at the time. He believed that the four accepted schools of Islamic jurisprudence had become stagnant and sectarian, and also that they were being improperly influenced by aspects of western thought (Greek logic), as well as by Sufi mysticism. His challenge to the leading scholars of the day was a return to an understanding of Islam in practices and faith based solely on the Koran and the Sunna.
Ibn Taymiyya was born in Harran, Syria, circa AH 661 / AD 1263 and died in Damascus around AH 728 / AD 1328.4 As are all influential people, he was a product of his time. He lived in the Levant during a period of time that was wrought with war and invasion by non-Muslim armies. The Islamic world was suffering from both external aggression and from internal strife.
The Crusaders had not been fully expelled from the region and the effects of Christian thought and western logic were diminishing the practice(s) of Islam. The Mongols had all but destroyed Islam in the eastern empire when they captured Baghdad in AD 1258.5 In Egypt the Mamluks were in power and had consolidated their hold over Syria. Within Muslim society, various Sufi orders were spreading beliefs and practices not condoned by orthodox Islam, while the orthodox schools of jurisprudence were ineffective in their messages on religious thought and practice. It was in this setting of turmoil and conflict where "Ibn Taymiyya formulated his views on the causes of the weakness of the Muslim [societies] and on the need to return to the Koran and the Sunna as the only means for revival '" 6 Few scholars in Islamic philosophy will deny that Ibn Taymiyya was a copious and eloquent writer and Hadith scholar. Likewise, it is equally accepted that Ibn Taymiyya was a controversial figure among Muslim leaders in his time. What is significant in our world today is that both Muslim fundamentalists and extremists are able to draw on the works of Ibn Taymiyya for historical precedent and intellectual and philosophical strength in their call for a return to strict adherence to Sunna and practice of Islam, justifying their movements and struggles. Not only did Ibn Taymiyya defend Islam against Jihad, 7 the Crusaders, the Jews, the Mongols and the Tartars, but he also attacked the traditional dominant schools of Islamic jurisprudence; Maliki, Hanaffi, and Shafi-i. He challenged the Mamluk Turks (Muslims) and was particularly critical of the contemporary Ash'arite (Muslims) school of dialectics. He forcefully argued against the Greek philosophers and he refuted the mysticism the Sufis were infusing into Islam.
Ibn Taymiyya placed primary importance on revelation as the only reliable course of knowledge about God and about a person's religious duties towards Him. The human intellect and its 8 powers of reason must be subservient to revelation. According to Taymiyya, the only proper use of intellect was to understand Islam in the way the prophet and his followers did and then to defend it against 'deviant' sects. Furthermore, when discussing the nature of God, he argued that one must accept the descriptions found in the Koran and the Sunna without investigating the nature of these because the human mind is incapable of understanding the eternal God. 9 For example: one accepts that God is mounted upon a throne high above the heavens without questioning how this happens. This literal meaning is also held for all of God's physical attributes such as His sight, His hearing and His touch. Many, if not all, the orthodox schools of thought (Maliki, Hanaffi, Shafi), including the Mamluks, denied these attributes based upon rationalization. However critical of these groups, Taymiyya did not declare them heretical for they deviated only in their interpretation of God's nature. This is an important point in the 2 development of the fundamentalist; to declare one heretical was to justify jihad, and Muslims did not kill Muslims. As the Fundamentalist movement becomes more extreme, leaders find a way around this "complication" as a means to facilitate change and to justify Jihad. Sayyid Qutb was the first to restructure the argument surrounding this "complication", as explored further into the paper. Ibn Taymiyya did label apostate those (Sufis) who also denied God's creation of the world and His emanation of the universe. In this respect Taymiyya felt that of all the internal threats to Islam, and they were significant, the beliefs and practices of the Sufis were far more dangerous than the ideas of the orthodox philosophers. The main tenant of Sufi thought, as espoused by Ibn al-Arabil°, is the concept of oneness of existence. Through this belief, the Sufis believe they are able to effect a merging of their souls with God's being. That is, when God reveals his truth to an individual, that person realizes there is no difference between God and one's self. 11 Although the philosopher would refute the ability of the human soul to flow into God's being, the mystical experience of the Sufis took these beyond the realm of intellectual discourse. "According to the mystic, a merging occurred but could not be expressed in rational terms. For Ibn Taymiyya, both the philosopher and the mystic were deluded; the former by reliance on a limited human intellect and the latter by excessive human emotions.2 Ibn Taymiyya argued against Sufism from an allegorical position. "First there is the theological position that God has attributes and one of these attributes is God as creator."' 3 Taymiyya believed that the Koran is clear that God is the one who created, originated and gave shape to the universe. "Therefore there exists a distinction between God the creator and the created beings.' 4 This distinction is absolute and cannot be merged in any way or thought.
Taymiyya then went on to say 'those who strip God of his attributes and deny that he is the creator are just one step away from falling into the belief of the oneness of existence.5 This is the basis for the second part of his argument. " [He] believed that a Sufi is simply someone who is overcome by an outpouring of emotion. For example, someone may deny God's attributes but could then be overwhelmed by a feeling of love for God. However; the basis for that person's knowledge is not the authentic (therefore authoritative) information from the Koran, and so their weak, intellectual foundation collapses with the onslaught of emotion. According to Taymiyya, sense perception and emotions cannot be trusted, and the likelihood of being led astray by them is compounded when one has a basis of knowledge which is itself 'errant' and Wahabbis also regard as infidels followers of all ideological movements without exception.
Thus "adherence to atheistic movements, such as communism, secularism, democracy, capitalism, and other such movements of infidels is an apostasy from the Islamic religion.
These movements also include Marxist socialism and atheistic masonry. Naturally, no exception was made for Judaism which "stands behind everyone and every destructive doctrine subversive of morality and spiritual values" to which also belong "Masonry, world Zionism and Babuwism."27 Wahabism began to attack any formula of socio-political organization that is not based completely in the Koran and the Hadith.
Perhaps the most significant piece of the Wahabbi movement to understand or appreciate is that hate is a religious requirement and iihad is obligatory. According to doctrine, "only complete obedience to the Wahabbi group and active hostility toward everyone else makes one 28 2 a monotheist." One who adopts Wahabbism must confirm his faith by "hate and hostility." 2 9
The true monotheist must hate all those regarded as infidels, polytheists and hypocrites. Since hate is an emotion and therefore difficult to control, much less judge, Wahabbis pay special attention to the visible behavior of the person. This is a self-preservation measure and explains a huge piece of the Islamic (Arab) culture. Perception is more important than reality. A visible manifestation of hate is what can preserve the Wahabbi from accusations of infidelity, otherwise his life and property is no longer immune from judgment. This rationalizes away all forms of violence and protest. This rationalization is foreign to western culture.
According to Wahhabis, jihad as an armed struggle is required for the purpose of spreading their teaching. [Imagine if you will, Ibn Sa'ud and Ibn Wahab sitting in the tent, in the middle of the Najd desert, sipping tea and discussing 'ways,' 'means' and 'ends' toward their strategy to obtain more land and wealth. The only glitch to their grand strategy is that it is incompatible with their values -Muslims don't kill Muslims, at least not without good
justification.] Jihad (in the extreme sense) is a war against infidels, polytheists and hypocrites.
Wahabbism specifies various types of jihad: 1) jihad against Shaitan (devil), 2) jihad against the soul, 3) jihad against infidels and 4) jihad against hypocrites. 30 The word jihad is derived from the Arabic root meaning 'to strive' or 'to make an effort' and as specified above, connotes a wide range of meanings from an inward struggle to attain perfect faith to one of outward material 
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"God is our purpose, the prophet our leader, the Koran our constitution, jihad our way and dying for God's cause our supreme objective." threat it introduced into Islamic society. His intent was to reach out to the masses with a great Islamitization program which focused on using education venues, all mediums of information, the mosque and other social gathering places such as coffee houses, and using acts of charity on behalf of the community and the Ulema. A Grass roots approach that addressed grievances, filled an absence of government services and provided an identity that has, to some degree, been infringed upon by western influences. Bana succeeded in capturing Muslim hearts and minds and with great alacrity, his momentum enabled him to start a jihad against the infidels and non-believers. What is most important to Qutb though, is that the Muslim Brotherhood continued to be an organization that will engage in an active struggle against the Jahilil. He felt strongly that the true believers in Islam embraced the opportunity to overcome personal ambitions and instead to participate in jihad and if need be, to even die for its cause. -World Trade Center bombing, Feb 2 6 th 1993. Six people died and more than 1,000 were injured. Until then there had not been a major terrorist attack on American soil.
-Riyadh bombing, Saudi Arabia, Nov 1 3 th 1995. A car bomb exploded outside a Saudi National Guard facility in the middle of Riyadh. Five Americans were killed and 34 injured. Two groups claimed responsibility saying 'if Americans don't leave the Kingdom as soon as possible we will continue our action!' -Dhahran, Al Khobar bombing, June 2 5 th 1996. A large explosion ripped through a U.S. Air Force housing complex killing 19 and injuring at least 300 others. Saudi officials were quoted as saying that was a terrorist act directed at the foreign presence in the Kingdom.
-U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya and Tanzania, Aug 7 th 1998. These coordinated attacks resulted in the deaths of more than 200 people and injuries to more than 4,000 people. The U.S. filed criminal complaints against UBL and his al-Qaeda network.
-USS Cole bombing in Yemen, Oct 1 2 th 2000. Two men sidled up to a $1 billion destroyer in Aden harbor with a rubber dinghy and without warning detonated an explosive device killing 17 sailors.
-The events of 9/11, Sep 1 1 th 2001. In a complex, coordinated attack against America, four commercial jet liners were hijacked from U.S. airports on the eastern seaboard and flown into the twin towers of the World Trade Center, the Pentagon in Washington DC and one plane crashed into the Pennsylvania countryside. Deaths to innocent civilians remain unaccounted for at the time of this writing but will exceed thousands.
Aside from those described above, UBL and his network are suspected to have some involvement in the following acts: -December 1992 hotel bombings in Yemen that targeted U.S. servicemen on their way to Somalia as part of a UN peacekeeping force.
-Assassination attempt in 1993 of Jordan's Crown Prince Abdullah.
-Assassination attempt in 1995 of Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak in Sudan.
-Bombing of Egypt's Embassy in Pakistan in 1996 that killed 17 people.
UBL has issued as many as four fatwas condemning the U.S. since 1994. The real question needing to be asked is, are these a by-product of the current al Queda campaign; is the U.S. or Israel the primary target or merely a means to an end; or rather is the primary target Muslims to put aside their differences while focusing together on expelling the western enemy from Muslim doorsteps. "But that may be merely a shift in tactics, not in over all strategy. 'Bin Laden is using the U.S. as an instrument in his struggle with other Muslims', he wants the U.S.
to strike back disproportionately, because he believes that will outrage Muslims and inspire them to overthrow their governments and build an Islamic state." How are we going to win this war? How are we going to deal with an irrational, vengeful and elusive global enemy embedded in unknown numbers at home and abroad; an enemy with an array of modern and mobile weapons; an enemy who distorts a religion to suggest God permits a massacre of the innocents and suicide is a passport to heaven? This enemy destroyed the basic elements of America's strategic defense, which years of major power confrontation and cold war could not touch. These elements are early warning, preventive strike and deterrence. Surprise attacks are terrorists' modus operandi and have put every American on constant alert, whether emotionally or practically. It is very difficult to launch pre-emptive strikes against an enemy we cannot find. The principle of deterrence is based upon the premise that there are two sides fighting who seek to survive and to defend their own interests. How can such a people who strive for death more than anything else, be deterred? Ralph Peters in his book "Fighting For The Future", proposes a hard-line military solution to fighting the war against terror organizations. 5 9 He argues that America must not be afraid to be powerful. We must speak bluntly and clearly and maintain our resolve. Peters proposes that when in doubt, hit harder against the terror networks than necessary. Force begets force. Kill terrorists on the spot, never flinch and successes will be forgiven. Turn the tables on terrorist organizations. Do not allow terrorists sanctuary in any country. Instead, do everything possible to make terrorists and their supporters live in fear themselves; that is, provided their. concept of fear coincides with a western definition of fear. The criticism of this fatalistic approach will accuse the U.S. of fighting terror with terror, thus legitimizing its use. Undoubtedly there will be a double standard to be applied with regard to U.S. policy. If we must play by the rules established by the terrorists, then so be it.
From a philosophical perspective, the military and law and order approach to solving the battle ahead is probably not feasible and it is definitely not realpolitic. The U.S. is entering a type of warfare we have never faced before. The enemies loyalties do not lie with a specific NationState, but with an ideology. An ideology, at least in its moderate terms is embraced by a whole region of the world; in its extreme form, an ideology committed to the destruction of all nations that threaten it or to peoples who fail to adopt its premise. This is not a war the U.S. can project power against alone. We will need a coalition. We will need the moderate constituency of Muslims to help defeat the extreme followers of the faith. Islamic extremists have been at pointing out the weaknesses and problems afflicting current Islamic societies but they have yet to propose the details of solutions that will finally create an identity and society that fits into the modern world. So what we can expect is the extremists like Bin Laden and the al Qaeda to continue to cause conflict with the west and attempt to create a larger gulf between east and west, but it is not likely that they will be able to implement a challenge that is able to constitute a successful alternative order. Americans have an obligation to "share our wealth" with less fortunate nations . Nations are poor for at least three reasons: They have the wrong governmental system, which does not allow for their citizens to choose their leaders, thus making them responsible to their constituency for their actions; they have the wrong economic system, which stifles free enterprise; and /or they have the wrong religious system which fails to provide them a loving God and hence gives them purpose to their lives. These symptoms are nowhere more prevalent than in the Middle East.
Policy-wise the United States will need to make some serious adjustments all around the Middle East. Engagement in the region is more important than ever. While it is true the Islamic U.S. policy must be clearer. The U.S will need to decide on how it will help solve the Israeli-Palestinian problem, and how it will solve the Iraq conundrum, without continuing to be fodder for the extremists in their informational war against the U.S. Even harder policy questions for the U.S. require defining our interest in occupying land in the region. Military bases in Saudi Arabia and throughout the region are a bone of contention and a huge grievance that has very little support by any Muslim. What will an absence of bases do to our powerprojection base? To our force structure? America will need to better articulate that she will never abandon Israel. Yet how will we assure the Arabs of our loyalty and commitment to their stability?
The U.S. will need to come up with new and innovative ways to help its friends in the region move forward and make the reforms that are required to alleviate the grass roots issues of government, economics and religion.
These are Grand Strategy considerations in the battle ahead. The U.S. will need to bring all instruments of power to bear on the issue of security in the region. There-in lies the solutions to America's victory in her war against terror. We can win this war, but not alone. The columnist and editorialist George Will sums it up best: "Sept 11 forcefully reminded Americans that their nation-state -not NATO, and not the United Nations -is their source of security. And they relish the clarity of the Bush doctrine, which is that nation states have the great utility of locating responsibility: national regimes are responsible for terrorism that issues from our sphere of control.61 This includes our friends and allies in the Middle East as well. We shall see who is held to that accountability, but first a comprehensive grand strategy must be 
